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Introduction  
 
We feel quite sad and sorry because we have to start another annual report recognizing and acknowledging 

the psychological, social and economic devastation caused by the Covid-19 pandemic locally, regionally and 

globally. We pray for the individuals and families around the globe who have lost family member(s) or  

friend(s) to the Covid-19 disease. We pray to Allah SWT for His Mercy so that He Protects us  all  from  this  

invisible  disease,  cures  everyone  who  continues to be inflicted  by  Covid-19  and makes the Corona virus 

disappear soon from the face of earth. We're thankful to Allah SWT for the improvement in the Covid 

situation in the San Francisco Bay Area leading to the reopening of MCA and the gradual restoration of the 

services that MCA used to offer prior to the onset of the pandemic.  

 

In the current term, Shabeena Ahmed was selected as the BOT "appointed" candidate in the Joint Board 

meeting held on October  24,  2020.  Subsequently, all  seven members  of  the  BOT unanimously decided  

on the  following  assignment  of  positions  and  responsibilities.  The names in parenthesis correspond to 

the secondary/shadow owners of the positions.   

 

● Chairperson: Mustafiz Choudhury (Shabeena Ahmed) 

● Secretary: Shabeena Ahmed ( Mustafiz Choudhury) 

● Treasurer: Mohamed Mostafa (Syed Fahim Ahmed) 

● Secretary of Facilities: Faisal Ahmed (Gulled Roble) 

● Secretary of Endowments, Trusts & Investments: Syed Fahim Ahmed (Mohamed Mostafa) 

● Secretary of Legal & Insurance Matters: Ahmed Hamud  (Faisal Ahmed) 

● Secretary of Communications and Special Projects:  Gulled Roble (Ahmed Hamud)  

 

By virtue of their positions, BOT members hold the same positions/responsibilities in the MCA Foundation. 

 

As a refresher, the responsibilities of the BOT per MCA's constitution include the following: 

● Acquiring, leasing, improving and expanding facilities for use by the community 

● Establishing and managing real estate portfolios for investment purposes 

● Establishing and managing financial portfolios for investment purposes 

● Managing taxes, insurance, and legal matters pertaining to the Association 

● Providing  tax,  legal,  insurance  and  financial  oversight  to  and  for  the  benefit  of  the  service 

institutions and other Boards by establishing policies and procedures.  

 

The BOT has primarily operated virtually due to MCA being closed until recently when the county health 

directives were relaxed. However, it has tried to function as productively and effectively as possible by 

holding Open BOT meetings on a regular basis (approximately once in 2 weeks). It has also published all its 

meeting minutes in a timely manner. It has attempted to work closely with EB on Policy Matters 

circumstances permitting. 
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Campus Expansion Project Update 
 

In last year's Annual Report, BOT had reported that MCA had submitted a revised package corresponding to 

the CUP Application for renovation of MCA 3.0 on March 5, 2020. But due to the pandemic, the Project 

Clearance Committee meeting to review the entire package with the participation of all city departments had 

been indefinitely postponed (after tentatively scheduling it a couple of times in April and May, 2020).  MCA 

and its Planning Design Consultant were advised to work with individual departments via email and respond 

to each department's comments and concerns. Though it was a painfully slow process, we pursued the 

following steps: 

● Interact with individual departments and the staff of the Project Clearance Committee and resolve 

their comments and requirements.  

● Provide written responses to Accumulated/Current Project Clearance Committee Comments and 

make changes to the drawings as necessary. 

 

In the semi-annual GBM meeting held in January 2021, BOT reported progress made with each department. 

We also outlined the departments that we still needed to work with and the nature of the issues that each 

department had raised. We had clearance from many departments including Housing and Community 

Services Department, Water, Parks and Recreation Department, and Police Departments. But we still had 

comments and issues from Public Works, Street, Traffic, Electrical, Fire, and Community Development 

departments. Some of the issues needed inter-departmental coordination that was quite challenging to 

accomplish in the middle of a pandemic.  

 

BOT along with its Planning and Design Consultant continued to work with each of the remaining 

Departments. The following summarizes what we accomplished in the January to April, 2021 timeframe: 

● The Project Clearance Committee (PCC) review has been in progress over the past year and multiple 

rounds of reviews and comments by individual departments were reviewed and addressed, requiring 

changes to the submittal documents including Project Narrative and Plans. 

● All of the changes were consolidated and re-submitted for a Final review by the PCC. 

● All departments completed their review by mid April and approved the changes with their respective 

conditions of approvals. These conditions of approval are meant to be addressed during the detailed 

design and construction permit review process, which will start after the CUP is fully approved. 
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Department Notes Jan 21 April 21 

Engineering – Public Works Comments resolved. Final approval received 
March 2021 

  

Engineering - Street Comment reviewed and discussed. Final approval 
received March 2021 

  

Engineering - Traffic Comments reviewed and discussed. Review of 
partial re-submittal in progress 

  

Engineering - Water Comments resolved. Approval received Jan 2021   

Electrical - SVP Comments reviewed and discussed. Final approval 
received March 2021 

  

Fire Department Additional comments by the Fire Department 
required inter-departmental coordination. Mass 
Evacuation and Shelter-in-Place Approval 
Received April 2021 

  

Housing and Community 
Services Department 

Comments Resolved. Approval received in 2020   

Parks & Recreation Department Comments Resolved. Approval Received in 2020   

Police Department Comments Resolved. Approval Received in 2020   

Community Development No Additional comments at this time. Community 
Development approves after all other 
Departmental comments are coordinated and 
resolved in March 2021 

  

 

On April 12, 2021 (first night of Ramadan), Alhamdulillah the city Planner confirmed in an email that the 

project now stands approved by the PCC and this stage is now complete. Our next steps were to  update the 

Environmental Report (utilizing city approved consultants who had drafted in the initial report which would 

then be circulated for public review and then the project would be scheduled for a community meeting.  

1. We sent the approved package (submitted to the city) to the Environmental Consultant David J 

Powers (DJP) after the PCC approval. DJP and their sub consultants on Traffic, Hazardous Materials 

etc will update the report.  The Environmental Consultant team includes specialized sub consultants 

for air quality, hazardous materials/soils testing, evacuation/shelter-in-place, and traffic engineering. 

Since significant time has passed since the initial studies and surveys were carried out, some dating 

back to 2017, the environmental consultants feel that since the project is located in a light industrial 

area, in addition to incorporating city comments into their reports, they also need to take into account 

any conditions that may have changed since the surveys were initially carried out (air quality, 
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greenhouse gases, traffic conditions etc.), and any changes or updates in regulations due to the City, 

County, State or Federal mandates. 

2. The "initial" scope of the environmental study noted above is more than what we were told to expect 

while we were going through the PCC review. If the entire scope as proposed by the consultant is to 

be implemented, there is likely to be non-trivial delays in the public hearing and the final approval of 

the CUP by the Planning Department. 

3. We are currently in communication with the City (have held couple of Zoom meetings) to reduce the 

scope of the work that needs to be done by the Environmental Consultants and try to achieve a 

balance in the scope of this Environmental Study update, to identify areas of study that can still be 

leveraged from prior surveys and studies, while acknowledging any updates in state regulations that 

may have to be accommodated. 

4. The President of MCA also brought this issue (potential delays in public hearing due to expanded 

scope of work related to update of the Environmental Report) to the attention of the city leaders when 

they attended MCA's open house two weeks ago. 

5. Once update of the Environmental Study report is completed and approved by the City, the study & 

report will be made public and a public hearing will be scheduled at which the Planning Commission 

would be expected to approve the CUP Application. 

6. Once the project is approved in a public hearing and no further appeals are made in the subsequent 

appeals period, the CUP will stand approved and we will be able to move on to the Detailed Design 

and Construction Permit phase. 

The following areas have been identified for additional study and analysis by the Environmental Consultants 

as part of the process of updating the Environmental Report and MCA's Planning & Design consultant's 

assessment that has been communicated to the traffic director and planner of the city of Santa Clara. 

 

Traffic Study Updates to address State regulations changed in June 2020.  

Air Quality Updates to incorporate air quality changes in the vicinity  

Shelter in Place & Evacuation 
Plans. 

Updates to incorporate new regulations and changes  

Other Misc. Studies Updates required to incorporate changes in current 
conditions. 

 

 

1. Air Quality: Seems like some updates may be required based on updated public records. We have 

asked if the city Planning Department can help identify if any new TAC sources have emerged. 

Based on our observation, there should not be any significant changes since 2019. We think this 

update can be done very quickly. 

2. Greenhouse Gas Assessment: Looks like these assessments and updates are based on newer 

regulations and may be unavoidable.  
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3. Hazards and Hazardous Materials: Phase-1 assessment was completed and no change has occurred on 

the site since. We believe no update should be necessary. No city department including Fire/Hazard 

have requested an update to the Phase-1 report. 

4. Shelter-In-Place (SIP): The SIP plan submitted by ArchVersa (MCA's Planning & Design consultant) 

has already been updated based on Rambol's review and comments. This plan and Rambol's review 

comments have also been reviewed and approved by the Fire Department in its current form. 

Therefore Rambol's original comments can remain as part of the Environmental Report and no 

updates should be needed. We have indicated that any newer changes to the plan should be made at 

the implementation stage during detailed design when we submit for building construction permit. 

The SIP review should be removed from the Environmental Report update scope. 

MCA has been and will continue to work with the city and the environmental consultant (and their 

subcontractors) and set a target date for the next major milestone of holding the Public Hearing and work 

towards getting all necessary work completed before that target date. This is expected to be done after the 

city Planner returns from vacation in  August, 2021.  

 

Schematic Architectural Models (for reference and completeness) 

 
Campus Plan 
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Rendering of the Front Elevation of MCA 3.0 

 

 

 
Aerial View of MCA 3.0 depicting the proposed raised ceiling at the back for the new Sports/Multi 

Purpose Hall. 
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Proposed/Submitted Floor Plan – Revised to include the larger Sports/Multi-Purpose Hall  (Labeled 

Activity Room), and further enhancement of circulation and separation of  GIS and Community sides. 

 

Parking Update  
 

We reported in the 2020 annual report that all old parking restrictions on Alfred St. and Jay St. had been 

lifted and new restrictions to prevent long trucks/vehicles in excess of 20 feet were put in place. Now with 

MCA open and more and more people coming for Jummah prayers, available parking on these streets is 

helping the community members. We have also noticed that the city has been enforcing the new restriction 

w.r.t. long vehicles on Fridays that help us during Jummah.  
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Building 3.0 parking continues to be available to the community compensating for the parking spots lost 

when we leased Building 2.0 to Antibody Solutions two years ago. We continue to request our community to 

park legally in Building 3.0 and be mindful of our tenant, Hope Services’ needs and rights.  

 

Lease  
 

MCA 2.0 Lease  

The long term lease agreement effective July 1, 2019 with Antibody Solutions, a growing Silicon Valley 

Biotech company, is firmly in place. Tenant (Antibody Solutions) has been regularly paying rent as 

stipulated in the lease agreement. As reported last year, MCA has started generating net income starting 

second half of 2020. The rent income from lease of 2.0 allowed MCA to service the two outstanding loans 

that were used for purchase of building 2.0 and subsequently building 3.0 in 2017. This was particularly 

important during the last 12 months when donations to MCA have been down significantly compared to 

previous years due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Per the lease agreement, Antibody Solutions provided an 

annual update of their Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP). They have not made any changes since 

their last submission to CERS. They also provided HVAC maintenance reports; the lease requires annual 

reporting by the tenant. MCA and Antibody Solutions also finalized the transfer of the maintenance of the 

Fire Sprinkler System at 3033 Scott Blvd. from MCA to Antibody Solutions, that Antibody is managing 

now. 

 

MCA 3.0 Lease  

We reported in the 2020 BOT Annual Report that the lease agreement was extended by one year till July, 
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2021. We have observed that due to the pandemic all tasks especially ones related to construction and 

permits for renovation and construction projects are 3-5x slower than pre-pandemic levels and determined 

that construction of Building 3.0 "infrastructure project" (that would require for current tenant to move out) 

would not realistically start until the spring of 2022. Based on this assessment, the BOT in consultation with 

the President of MCA, decided to go ahead and extend the lease with HOPE Services (our original and 

current Tenant) by 1 year under the same terms and conditions of  the current lease. 

The high level parameters of this lease include the following (same as the previous extension by 1 year):  

1. Base rent will be $20K/month; Tenant will pay Base Rent + NNN expense. 

2. MCA will have full use of all parking spots in the premises except for ~20 spots designated 

exclusively for Hope Services. 

3. Approximately 50% of the building (~16K sq. ft) of space has been rented out. 

 

Facilities Update 
 

Facilities Management Workflow 
Historically at MCA, all facilities-related repair tasks and maintenance activities were performed in old 

fashioned ways with no centralized place (physical or online) to systematically manage, maintain, track and 

archive the records. To improve the situation and to increase predictability and productivity, the Board of 

Trustees took the initiative to implement a digitized process. The new maintenance system can be used to 

schedule and record operations, submit requests, plan maintenance activities associated with the equipment, 

etc. This system will generate and prioritize work orders and schedules for the staff to support "trouble" calls 

and to perform the necessary periodic equipment maintenance. Upon completion of a work order, 

performance information such as the date the work was performed, supplies/inventory, and hours an 

individual spent will be loaded into a database for tracking to support future operations.  

 

Instead of procuring new tools and software, the BOT utilized Google Tools (that was already available to it) 

to build a webpage based solution that provides us with live data and assists in tracking facilities activities. 

We started using the tool this year and will improve on it in coming years. 
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BOT Room and MCA Plan Organization 

The BOT room was not used properly and due to neglect and lack of attention and maintenance, had 

degenerated into a storage facility rather than a document archive area. This year we organized all the paper 

documents including MCA Facility Floor Plans (that were haphazardly placed) and organized them. In 

addition we were able to save enough space to convert the room to a conference room that can be used as a 

dedicated space by BOT for the upcoming Campus Expansion project. 

 

 

                         

Funeral Home Renovations 

The MCA Funeral Home is one service that was fully operational during the Covid-19 shutdown. The 

facility MCA uses for washing has turned into a makeshift storage in the absence of maintenance and upkeep 

for almost 20 years. It has also suffered structural damage from neighboring trees.  The facility management 

team made the call that this facility that is essential for a core service that MCA provides, needed renovation. 

 

The renovation includes an upgrade of the entire facility to medical grade flooring and ventilation system in 

addition to an upgraded ADA direct accessibility entrance (American Disability Act permit requirement). In 

addition cosmetic enhancements have been proposed such as adding a patio for families to wait and proper 

shade for parking the hearse. 
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LED Rebate Program  
Installing new energy efficient lighting fixtures, not only  reduces MCA’s energy costs but also enhances the 

quality of light and visibility in our facilities, both indoors and outdoors. BOT proactively pursued and 

secured a rebate from Silicon Valley Power of $25,000 and took advantage of the latest technologies to 

improve the look and feel of the MCA’s outdoor lighting experience. The entire project cost to MCA was  

$5,000. The changes made included replacing and adding the following outside in the Parking Lot: 

1. Canopy: 29  

2. Pole: 27 

3. Floods (Play Ground): 9 

Additional work of the project included New Lobby Inside and Outside: 

4. Interior can lights: 69  

5. Emergency ballast: 19  

6. Panels: 4  

7. Mag strips :11  

8. Sconce :13  

 

This was particularly important and beneficial during Ramadan whereby adequate light was available for 

Musallis in the parking lot which was used for prayers due to Covid.  

 

BOT is actively working with the Security and Safety committee to reduce overhead of lighting rentals 

during outdoor events and may add some lights in areas that are not illuminated adequately. 
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Cafeteria  Hood  
This has been a long standing item that often results in smell in the facility during cafeteria operations, 

especially in the school (GIS) side of the building. BOT is actively working with Vendor, City, and Silicon 

Valley Power to upgrade the Hood to avoid (at least significantly reduce) the odors and have better 

experience for the community and minimize disruption in school operations due to “smell”. 
 

HVAC Systems Repair and Maintenance  
MCA did not  have an ongoing regular maintenance contract for the HVAC system in MCA 1.0 until last 

year when Air Systems was signed for a one year contract. After reviewing their performance this year and 

conducting a thorough study using the MCA contractors and consultants working on the expansion project, 

another vendor was selected this year employing an open bidding process. 

 

A comprehensive report has been prepared that outlines the existing condition of units and proposes upgrade 

options. BOT is working with other stakeholders and will budget for upgrades in coming years. 

 

The primary focus while reopening the facility was the safety of the community so we increased the Air 

Circulation of all critical areas and upgraded the filter to MERV-13 recommended by Santa Clara County to 

reduce the risk of contaminations. This was done for Masjid Noor as well where we have additionally 

increased air circulation by 25%.  

 

After completing the above as well as repairing all sick units, the current focus is to upgrade the system for 

the school. The BOT is actively engaged with the GIS Board to implement a comprehensive upgrade plan.  

 

The current Control System is shown below as a snippet from the report. 
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Legal and Insurance 

 

We are happy to report again that Alhamdulillah, MCA has completed another fiscal year with no critical 

legal issues or need for any insurance claim. During the course of the year, legal issues that were handled 

primarily include HR, Finance, and contracts related to MCA and/or GIS and were well within the budget for 

this expense category. 

 

Facilities and Operations related "Liability" Insurance (Multi-Peril Insurance) and Workers Comp Insurance 

has been/are being renewed for the next year (2021-22) with the existing vendor. Please note that the current 

Insurance provides coverage for all buildings and properties at market values of the properties. Last year we 

reported that in a review of the previous contract, the BOT identified that the building valuation for all three 

MCA buildings were below market values which could have resulted in financial issues in case of any 

calamity or accident. We also added Umbrella insurance for a small incremental increase in premium to 

provide coverage for unanticipated circumstances. This was deemed to be especially important during the 

unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

Endowment Fund 

 
MCA Foundation was established for endowment but there is no history of creation of such a fund. We 

reported last year that MCA has not made any meaningful progress with respect to establishing and growing 

an Endowment fund. This year BOT did some ground work to determine what would be a good legal 

framework to establish the Endowment fund. In the interim, BOT is planning on the following to provide an 

avenue to community members who want to donate to an Endowment fund rather than to ongoing operations 

or renovation. 

1. MCA will commence accepting funds towards the Endowment fund; a separate bank account is being 

set up by the BOT for this purpose. 

2. Funds will be maintained and managed by BOT in the interim until a long term structured 

endowment framework is developed. 

3. Structured Endowment framework is envisioned to be run by board comprised of members from 

Community, EB & BOT. 

 

Proposed Ideas: 

1. Formation of core working group -  governance of investment & distribution  of endowment funds 

2. Exploring options to leverage existing “MCA Foundation” entity or establish new entity, based on 
legal advice. 

 

These ideas need to be discussed and debated by a re-established Endowment Fund Committee resulting in a 

proposal to be approved by the Boards. 
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Financials  
 
MCA operations were halted due to Pandemic in early 2020 and were partly revived for the Fiscal year that 

severely impacted the projects and Financials. However, with the grace of Allah SWT and due diligence by 

the board members we were able to tighten our belts and agree on a balanced budget without compromising 

any critical community service.  

1. Although there has been no rent from the cafeteria and cafes until MCA opened up recently, we are 

hoping and expecting that the businesses will be able to start paying full rent per contract starting 

Sep. 1, 2021. BOT also reached an agreement with Khalil Center for payment corresponding to the 

lease of its office for 3 years. 

2. Ramadan 2021 FR split between EB and BOT has NOT been reconciled as of the writing of this 

report. We hope and expect to do so in the coming weeks. In prior years, the funds raised during 

Ramadan have been split (Up to $500K: 50/50 and all funds raised in excess of $500K are split 70/30 

in the BOT's favor since BOT has no other source of fundraising for the rest of the year). 

3. Part of this consolidation includes stock donations that are currently in the MCA stock account. 

 

MCA Loans 
MCA has 2 loans associated with purchase of Buildings 2.0 & 3.0 done over a span of ~ 10 years. BOT has 

been exploring and actively working on opportunities to pay off the loans or reduce the loan servicing costs 

to MCA. In the process BOT sought help from community veterans & experts; nothing to report as of now as 

BOT did not receive any concrete proposal. 

MCA approached NAIT and requested for interest-free loan to pay off either one or both loans. BOT 

provided all information that NAIT requested; and patiently waiting for response from NAIT. 

BOT is negotiating with Devon Bank to restructure current loan and pay off smaller loan, i.e. consolidate all 

loans into one with shorter duration and reduced servicing costs. 
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Income Statement 
 

 

Footnotes for Income Statement: 

1. Includes fundraising income for Ramadan 1441 but not 1442, Masjid al-Noor bathroom renovation, 

designated donations for MCA 3.0 and weekly donations that the masjid receives. 

2. Accrual base (count invoices and not actual payment (only 42K was paid). 

3. Income from MCA property rentals. 

4. MCA assets depreciated for the last two years in addition to the current year. To correct the books we 

decided to do it this year, and will consistently do it going forward. This is also the reason our books 

show a deficit in the current fiscal year. 

5. Ijarah expenses are for both MCA 2.0 (Devon bank) and MCA 3.0 (CIF loan) that does not include 

principal payment which is counted against our liabilities in the balance sheet. 

6. Professional Fees for MCA Foundation is what we have incurred so far for MCA 3.0 permit 

processing. 

 
 

Balance Sheet: (Work in Progress) 
 


